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Abstract. A gauge model for the weak interactions of the leptons 0'e, e, /~, vie) and
the quarks (qr, qn, qA, qp') is presented in which deviations from universality, such as
the Cabibbo suppression, are explicitly and spontaneously generated. The gauge
group is, to begin with SU(4). There are three quartets of Higgs scalars with suitable
vacuum expectation values, sufficient and necessary to give masses to all gauge bosons.
It turns out that this gauge group is t o o ' large' and fails to account for many observed
symmetries of weak interactions, especially electron-muon symmetry. This symmetry
corresponds to a discrete transformation R which is an element of SU(4). To accommodate it, the gauge group is restricted to the subgroup of SU(4) which commutes
with R. There are now 7 gauge bosons, 4 charged and 3 neutral. One pair of charged
bosons is necessarily heavier than the other pair (denoted W~) and two neutrals are
necessarily heavier than the third (W°). The electron and the muon become massive
while the neutrinos and the quark fields remain massless.
The dominant charged weak currents coupling to W± have e-/~ universality and
Cabibbo universality for both of which R-symmetry is essential--the Cabibbo angle
is a simple function of the vacuum expectation values. The same symmetry ensures
e-t~ symmetry and the absence offlavour-changing components in the neutral currents.
The currents coupling to the heavier gauge bosons break all these symmetries but these
bosons can be made arbitrarily heavy and so are relevant only in the domain of ' ultraweak' interactions.
The Cabibbo angle 0c itself is determined by minimising a very general class of Higgs
potentials, leading to a numerical value Oc :- ±~r/8, I tan 0el = ~ / 2 - 1 (an alternative solution ] tan 0c I = (x/2+ 1) is rejected), independent of the parameters and
of the precise form of the potential. This is the ' bare' 0c; in low energy/momentum
transfer processes, this value is renormalised by the structure of the hadrons. A
model is given for this renormalisation which reduces the renormalised value of I tan 0c I
to about 0.2-0.3 from the bare value 0-41. Recent data on highly inelastic neutrino
interactions are shown to be not inconsistent with I tan 0c I = 0.4.
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1. Introduction and summary of results
I t is very w e l l - k n o w n t h a t s p o n t a n e o u s l y b r o k e n ( n o n - a b e l i a n ) gauge theories o f w e a k
interactions, even w h e n the gauge g r o u p is simple, can a c c o m m o d a t e deviations f r o m
universality at the effective 4-fermion ( l e p t o n o r q u a r k ) level because o f g a u g e b o s o n
mixings. T h e physical g a u g e b o s o n masses a r e then n o n - d e g e n e r a t e a n d the effective
c o u p l i n g constants, being given b y
i

2

2

G F ---- g / m w f
faithfully reflect t h e m a s s spectrum. I n view o f the o b s e r v e d h i e r a r c h y o f c o u p l i n g
strengths o f v a r i o u s classes o f w e a k processes, this feature m a y even be p u t f o r w a r d
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as a strong theoretical reason for believing that weak interactions are in fact described by a gauge theory. Nevertheless, this possibility of generating effective
deviations from universality in a basically universal theory has hardly ever been
realised in practice, because .the simple and elegant Weinberg-Salam model
(Weinberg 1967; Salam 1968) [as extended to include charm (Glashow et al 1970;
Weinberg 1971)] of weak and electromagnetic interactions and its many SU(2)
x U(1) successors have too small a gauge groupt: apart from the photon, there is
only one gauge boson of each charge (q-l, 0, --1). In these models, even the massdifference between W ± and Z ° arises from Z°-photon mixing i.e., it is effectively a
consequence of the gauge group being non-simple. In contrast, the experimental
facts of weak processes display a rich spectrum of effective coupling strengths
beginning with the Cabibbo rotation and including, among other things, the very
large suppression of strangeness-changing neutral current couplings and of
/~-number violating decays.
The work described in this paper is an attempt to find a gauge model which unifies,
in the sense of the paragraph above, this hierarchy of effective weak interactions.
Such an attempt, with a minimum of ad hoc assumptions beyond the initial specification of the symmetries and the multiplet structure, appears worthwhile when it is
recalled that in SU(2) × U(1) models in which leptons and quarks belong to reducible
representations of the group (ensuring, among other things, e-/~ universality), the
Cabibbo angle is an inter-multiplet parameter assumed to be given from outside the
theory. The usual weak SU(2) quark multip!ets are neither eigenstates of mass nor
of any other phenomenologically recognisable symmetry (beyond quark number and
electric charge); the gauge group is not a symmetry group, even in an approximate
sense.

These remarks may have no more value than any other similar statement of taste.
The point of view adopted here is that it is desirable nevertheless to avoid as much as
possible these fiats (Cabibbo rotation, lepton doubling, etc.) of standard SU(2) × U(1)
models. The emphasis is on the Cabibbo rotation and the basic result is that it is
possible to generate the Cabibbo angle spontaneously and naturally, while conforming to the other observed patterns of universality and symmetry in the classical
manifestations of weak forces. The model studied therefore confines itself to the
four well-known quarks (q~, q,, qa, q~') and leptons (re, e,/~, vt~), leaving extensions
to incorporate the new lepton ~- and a possible new quark type as manifested in the
upsilon to later work. In brief summary, the principal features of the model are:
(i) The weak gauge group is, in the beginning, SU(4) with the left-handed leptons
and quarks (as defined by their strong quantum numbers, isospin, hypercharge and
charm) belonging to the fundamental representation (all right handed fermions are
singlets). Before the symmetry is broken, there is a complete analogy between the
lepton and quark multiplets, in the spirit of the original charm proposal of Bjorken
and Glashow (1964).
(ii) The Higgs bosons come in the minimum required number of the most natural
multiplets, namely 3 quartets. The mass matrices of the gauge bosons and the leptons
(which are Yukawa-coupled to the Higgs multiplets) are diagonalised to identify the
tThis remark applies essentially unchanged to the SU(2)L X SU(2)R X U(I) variants of these
models; the gauge bosons coupling to the right handed currents are made very massivein these
models. It also applies to many of the ' multi-Z' modelswhich have as a rule non-simple gauge
groups.
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particle states and the currents which couple to a given gauge boson. The quarks are
not coupled to the Higgs particles and so remain massless (one is speaking here of the
' c u r r e n t ' quark fields). In other words, the quark fields which diagonalise the mass
term in the effective Lagrangian are the eigenstates of operators of the weak global
gauge group (weak isospin, weak hypercharge, weak charm) and so of the strong
global symmetry group.
(iii) In order to ensure electron-muon symmetry in the dominant weak interactions,
it turns out to be necessary to restrict the gauge group to that subgroup of SU(4)
(which commutes with a discrete symmetry which effectively permutes e with ~ and
ve with vt,. When this is done a number of the 15 gauge bosons of SU(4) become
redundant, having no current to couple to. The remaining bosons come naturally
in two classes: light, mediating the usual' w e a k ' interactions and heavy, mediating a
new class of ' u l t r a w e a k ' interactions. The weak interactions are e-/~ symmetric
and Cabibbo-universal and the neutral currents are flavour preserving--they are
indistinguishable from the corresponding currents in the charm-modified SU(2)
model. The ultra weak interactions have none of these regularities but their
effective strength can be made as small as desired.
(iv) Both the e and the/~ acquire mass through spontaneous violation of gauge
symmetry. The neutrinos remain massless. More unusually, the quarks are not
coupled to the Higgs fields and so also remain massless. Massless quarks fields
(of which the currents are bilinears) as opposed to the constituent quarks are not in
conflict with any experimental fact. The Cabibbo rotation in the resulting picture
measures the extent to which leptons and gauge bosons are shifted from their
symmetric orientation in group space. This view is radically different from the
orthodox o n e - - a further discussion of the problems involved in the standard view
will be found in the concluding section.
(v) The Cabibbo angle itself is a simple function of the vacuum expectation values
of some Higgs fields. By minimising a very general Higgs potential, it is shown that
it has the value tan 0c-----V'2--1, free of all parameters in the potential, in fact of all
parameters. It is especially to be noted that this ' b a r e ' value (which is a parameter
in the quark Cabibbo current) is not the value tan 0'c measured in near-static hadronic
decays, where it will be renormalised by an amount depending on the weak form
factors of the hadrons.t A model for this strong renormalisation gives I tan 0'c I ---0"31 and = 0.23 for (vector) form factors dominated by simple and double p and K*
poles. The bare quantity tan 0c can be directly measured in highly inelastic v-N
collisions in which the nucleon behaves as an assembly of free quarks.
(vi) Electromagnetic interactions can be incorporated into this theory in the
canonical way by extending the group to SU(4) x U(1). Since our primary aim is to
unify the weak interactions first and since none of the important aspects of the model

"rThis remark is general and important in the context of the recent spate of papers on the calculation of tan Oc in the standard model, extended to include a left-right symmetry and a further discrete
symmetry (Weinberg 1977; De Rujula et al 1977b; Wilczek and Zee 1977, 1978; Fritzsch 1977,
1978; Ebrahim 1978; Pakvasa and Sugawara 1978; Mohapatra and Senjanovic 1978; Harari et al
1978; for a general discussion of the extra assumptions to be made beyond theWeinberg-Salam model
for these calculations of tan Oc to be possible, see Barbieri et al 1978). These calculations are
different, even in spirit, from our approach. Earlier examples of attempts at understanding tan 0c
arising from strong symmetry breaking are Michel and Radicati 1968, 1971; Gatto et al 1968;
Cabibbo and Maiani 1968. References to the first qualitative gauge-theoretic speculations on the
origin of Oc may be traced from-the sources cited in this footnote.
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(listed above) is materially affected by this extension, this will not be further discussed
here.
As far as the Cabibbo rotation is concerned, the ideas presented here can be studied
systematically in a less realistic SU(3) model (Divakaran 1977a; referred to in this
paper as I) (the weak part of the gauge group has necessarily to be larger than SU(2)
in order to generate the Cabibbo angle spontaneously).

2. Gauge group, multiplets
Since the basic premise here is that the Cabibbo suppression is purely a consequence of
symmetry breaking, it is compulsory for us to start with a gauge theory in which the
A S = 0 , A Q = i 1 current and the A S : - A Q--- q--1 current couple, before symmetrybreaking, to different gauge bosons. The gauge group therefore has to be larger than
SU(2). It is also necessary then to identify the strong and weak' flavours ' as far as
the quarks are concerned--otherwise the statement that symmetry-breaking mixes
A S = 0 and 1 AS I : 1 currents is ambiguous (see I for a more detailed discussion).
Confining ourselves to a world with four lepton and quark types, we take the gauge
group to be SU(4). The left-handed quark fields qL = (qpL, qnL' qaL' qp'L) with
electric charges -}-~, --13, --~, q-~ respectively (p' is the charmed quark) as well as the
left-handed projections of the four classical leptons 1L: (vL, CoL,PoL, v'L) are each
assigned to the representation 4 of SU(4) (old fashioned notation for the fermions is
meant to bring out the Bjorken-Glashow analogy; in any case leptons of similar
electric charge are going to be mixed in forming mass eigenstates). The right-handed
projections of all fermions (except v and v' which are assumed purely left-handed)
belong to the singlet representation of SU(4). All fermions are massless.
It is convenient and economical to introduce and fix an orthonormal basis ( [ 1 7,
[ 2 7, [ 3 >, ] 4 >) in the space carrying the fundamental representation 4 of SU(4),
the basis determined by the quark and lepton multiplets:

IqL> =qpL I 1 ) + qnL [2) + q,~L I 3 ) + qp'L [4)
and

IlL > = VL I ] > -F eoL I 2) -F PoLl 3) 4- v'L I 4 ),

(1)

where the particle symbol stands for either the corresponding field operators or the
single-particle states, depending on the context. We also choose a (hermitian)
basis ~Ao)- for the Lie algebra of SU, such that in the fixed basis { l i ~ } in the
representation 4, (A,} are represented by the matrices.

A° =½K.,
with

K =l l> <2[+]2 ) <I [, iK =ll> <21--12> <l [,
=11) <] [-- { 2> <2 I ,

K4=11>(31+13) 4,11, fK =11 <31--t3

(2)
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Ka = 145 (4 [-- 13> (3 I,
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(3)

K9 = 1 4 ) (21+125 (4 I, igao = 14> <21--12) (41;
Kn = 12) <3 I + I 35 (21, i K,2 = I 2) (3 I -- 13> (21 ,
K t s = l l ) ( 4 l q - 1 4 ) (1l, i g t , - = [ 1 ) ( 4 ] - - 1 4 ) ( l l ;

(4)

~/2 K15 =l 15 (1 I-q--12> (21--13> (31 --[4> (41.

(5)

These matrices are normalised according to
Tr Ka Kb = 2 3.b.
This particular choice of the basis {An} is not the one usually employed in
discussions of SU(4) in similar contexts, but is well-adapted to our specific needs.
It will be noticed that {A1, As, A3} and -~A6, A7, As) generate separate SU(2)
subgroups, which we shall occasionally denote by SU(2, co) and SU(2, l%) respectively for reasons which will become clear presently. Moreover, the operators
A1 to A5, Am At2 and (l/x/3) As -k-(2/3) 1/z At5 generate an SU(3) subgroup of
which the fundamental representation space has the basis ( I 1), ] 2), ] 3")) with
the corresponding K's providing the canonical (Gell-Mann) matrix representation.
Similarly the operators A6, A10, Ala, -- A12 and (1/V'3) A3 -- (2/3) 1/2 A15 generate
another SU(3) subgroup of which the fundamental representation space has the
bais (I 4), 137, 125). These two subgroups will be denoted SU(3, Co) and
SU(3,/~0) respectively. The identification and naming of these subgroups is useful
in the discussion of symmetry-breaking in the next sections. Later on, we shall
have occasion to identify other SU(2) subgroups whose significance is connected
with the e-/x symmetry.
Denote the fifteen gauge bosons by Uo, a = 1. . . . . 15, in the hermitian basis used
above. Since electric charge is the only quantum number to be preserved when the
symmetry is spontaneously broken, it is convenient to rewrite the charged boson fields
in a charge-diagonal basis in the standard way as follows:

x / i tt~ = ul + i v,, V ~ v ~ . =

u, ± i vt,

x/~ v? = v, + i u,, ~/~ v~,, = ug + i U, o,

(6)

where the superscript is the charge and the subscript is the e- or/~-I spin (U~z, for
example, transforms with respect to SU(3, e0) as the K ~ particles do with respect
to the flavour SU(3) symmetry of strong interactions).
There are no general principles which lay down the choice of representations for the
Higgs fields in a given gauge theory. However, in a theory in which all masses are to
be generated through their vacuum expectation values, there are two principles of
economy which can serve as a guide: (a) each irreducible Higgs representation must
be capable of generating masses of both the gauge bosom and of the fermions (in
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our case, only of the leptons, see the introduction), (b) there are to be as many
such multiplets as are required to give masses to the gauge bosons and no more.
Criterion (a) decides that Higgs multiplets come in quartets?--representation 4 can
have a Yukawa-coupling to the leptons. Criterion (b) requires there to be precisely
three Higgs quartets (Bardakci and Halpern 1972).
14') =$~-I 1> + $ ° 1 2 > +qS°sl3 > + $ ] 1 4 ) ,
'+

~'> = ~ 1 [ 1 ) + ~ 2

d, '0 I ")\

'0

,~, ¢-*~

3)+~,

~b> : ~ b ° l l > q-~b~[2> q-~b~[3>

'+

14),

+4,g14>,

(7)

with vacuum expectation values

I rI) = .7,[ 2) + %1 3), I r/) = r %12)--r*721 3),
[ ~) = ~111> + ~, 14>.

(8)

The choice of the electric charges of these fields and of their vacuum expectation values
is not arbitrary since no two of the vectors I .7), I ~/) and 1 ~) can be parallel and
there is no loss of generality in taking them to be mutually perpendicular (see I for a
detailed discussion of this point). The numbers *72,%, ~1, ~4 and r are assumed real
(the problem of CP-violation is not considered here) but otherwise, at this stage,
arbitrary.

3. Physical gauge bosons--charged
By considering the action of the K-matrices on the vacuum ekpectation value vectors
I .7), ] ~7') and I ~) it is easy to identify the subgroup left unbroken when any subset of the three Higgs multiplets is assumed not to couple (i.e., when the corresponding
vacuum expectation values are made to vanish). For example, the vector I 7) is
annihilated by the three sets of matrices
Kle = ~3 K1 - - .7~ KII,, K2e :

/~

"~3 K2 - - ~2 Ks,

:. . . . i [K~e. K,A = ('7~ + ½ .7~) K. + ~ ~
(9)

K~, = '7, ~ -- .7. K.. K~,, = '7~ K~ -- ~. KlO,

K3~ = -- i [Klt~, K2t,] = (.7] + ½ "q~)K s + ½ ~7] Kz + *72 "% K1,-- .q2 K15;
(10)
*The adjoint representation for the Higgs which is popular in the construction of many SU(n)
(n>2) gauge models cannot Yukawa-couple to the leptons and so is excluded by criterion (a). In
general, even a modest amount of freedom in the choice of Higgs representations is sufficient to make
a theory almost endlessly versatile as illustrated by recent work on spontaneous violation of symmetries like P and CP. It is also interesting to note that if symmetry-breaking is ultimately of
dynamical origin, i.e., the scalar fields are composites of fermion and antifermion fields, the only
possible representation for them is 4 (and 4* for the anti-multiplet).
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Kla, K14, -- i [K13,/(14] = Ks -- Ks + 2 K15.

(11)

Of these, the first set corresponds to the set of operators A:e, A2e, Az, which generate
an SU(2) subgroup (SU(2, e)) of the subgroup SU(3, e0) defined earlier. Similarly
the operators corresponding to the second set generate SU(2,/~) which is a subgroup
of SU(3,/~o), while the last set generates a subgroup SU(2, mixed). There are thus
three distinct SU(2) subgroups which are left unbroken when only the first scalar
multiplet I¢) is given vacuum expectation values--in fact, each of the vacuum expectation value vectors acting independently leaves three distinct SU(2) subgroups
unaffected.
When both 1,/) and [ 7') are 'turned on', only SU(2, mixed) survives. I ~) destroys
this remnant symmetry while contributing to the masses of the other gauge bosons.
It is convenient to discuss the (mass)2 matrix of the charged bosons U~, U~/2, V~
and V~/2 by first ignoring the contribution of [~). With only 17) and 17')
contributing, this matrix is ' block-diagonal ', the submatrices l:eing

M e (U) ----g2

(

'

V~ + r2 %

\ 7 , 7a(1--r')

73 73 ( l - r 2 )
r 2 _2
"/3

7:

/

,

(12)

,

(13)

/]

in the (U~, U~/2) basis, and
~7:~ +

72

72 ~/3 ( 1 - r 2 )

M S (V) -----g2

7,

7a(l--r')

7•

_~ r 2 _2
%

]/

in the (V~, V]/z) basis where g is the gauge coupling constant. The eigenvectors of
these matrices are independent of the parameter r, a fact which will soon prove to
be important. Defining
tan 0 = -- n2/73,

(14)

these eigenvectors are, respectively,
U ~C,~=cosOU~ + s i n O U ~ n

(15)

with eigenvalue

M2(U ,e,) = g~ r~ (.,122-}- -r/I);

(16)

U~(t") = - sin O U] + cos O U~/,

(17)
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with eigenvalue
(18)

M2(U<~)) = g' (r/~ + ~7]) ;
V *~e)= sin 0 V~ + cos 0 V1~/ 2

(19)

)

with eigenvalue

and

Ms(V ''') = g~ r 2 (r/~ + r/I) ;

(20)

V+(~) =cos 0 V ~ - sin 0 V1±/ 2

(21)

with eigenvalue
M2(V<~)) = g2 ( ~ + r~).

(22)

The remarkable feature of the symmetry-breaking induced by [~7) and [ ~7' ) is that
the situation" is completely described by one real angle parameter O. This comes
about because of the mutual orthogonality of the vectors I ~7) and 17' ) which itself
is a condition imposed, as of now, by considerations of economy. Let us now incorporate the effect of the third of these, I ~ ), on the charged vector bosons. This is
achieved most simply by using the basis provided by U ±{e), U*(~), V±{~) and V*00.
From their definition, equations (15), (17), (19) and (21), it is easily seen that the only
mixings caused by [ ~ ) are U (e) -- V (e) and U(tO -- V(~). The U (~) -- V(') (mass) ~
matrix is

M,,)2 = g2 r 2 (~7~+ ~ ) 1 + gZ (~1~+ ~7~) \ - - ~ 1 ~ ,

where the second term is the contribution o f [ ~ ).
tan ff = ~1/~4)

~] ]

(23)

The eigenvectors are (with

W -+(~) = cos ~ U *l,) + sin 4) V ±('),

(24)

with eigenvalue
(25)
and

X ±(e)

=

cos 4) V ~(e) -- sin ¢ U ~(e),

(26)

with eigenvalue
M 2 (X(~)) = g2 r 2 (~7~ _+_ ~ ) + g2 ( ~ + ~¢~).

(27)
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Similarly the eigenvectors of the U~t`) -. V(t`) (mass) 2 matrix are

and"

W:~(D = cos 4' U±(t`) -- sin 4' V±(~'),

(28)

X±0 ') = cos 4' V±00 + sin 4' U ±(t`),

(29)

with eigenvalues

and

M ~ (W(t')) = gZ (~/~ + ~23)'

(30)

M~( X(~,)) = g2 (r/22 + "s) + g2 ( ~ + ~]).

(31)

The bosons denoted by X are thus necessarily more massive than their W partners.
When a more complete picture of the fermion currents emerges presently, it will turn
out that the W's couple to the dominant charged weak currents and that the X's
couple to ' exotic' currents. At the 4-fermion level, therefore, the X-mediated
processes will be examples of what we have called ultraweak interactions. We conclude this section by writing down the structure of the currents coupling to Xand W-, since we shall need to refer to all of them very soon:

] =J, +J.;
J,+ (W I~) = (cos 4' 9 + sin 4' V) (cos 0 eo + sin 0/~o),

(32)

J+ (X ~e~) = (cos 4' ~' -- sin 4' ,7) (cos 0 eo + sin 0 t~o),

(33)

3"+ (W(~)) :- (cos 4' ~ -- sin 4' ~') (cos 0/% -- sin 0 co),

(34)

J{ (X(t`)) = (cos 4' ~' + sin 4' ~,) (cos 0 t*0 -- sin 0 e0);

(35)

J+ (W (*)) = (cos 4' qr + sin 4' ~p,) (cos 0 q. + sin 0 qA),

(36)

J~ (X ce}) = (cos 4' ~p, -- sin 4' qp) (cos 0 q, + sin 0 qa),

(37)

J~ (W(t`)) -- (cos 4' q, -- sin 4' qp,) ( cos 0 qa --- sin 0 q.),

(38)

J+(X(t`)) = (cos 4' qp' -+" sin 4' qn) (cos 0 qa -- sin 0 q,).

(39)

We have suppressed the ~,-matrices--all currents are, of course, V-A.
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4. P h y s i c a l f e r m i o n s

The most general gauge-invariant coupling of the leptons to the Higgs multiplets has
the form

LPIH= < IL]~> (f(') eoR + f(tOIZoR)
q- (IL[¢'> (f'(') %R + f'(t')l~oR) "b h.c.
We have omitted the coupling of l~b> because such a term vanishes when I~b> is
replaced by its vacuum expectation value I ~> (the neutrinos are left-handed). At
the tree graph level, the equivalent lepton mass Lagrangian is
•L'elmass :- (~q~eoL -+" )13 ~oL ) (f(e) eo R +fO,)) g'oR)

"4- rOTa eoL -- )12 goL) ( f ' <') eoR + i f ( g ) IXoR) q- h.c.
The coupling constants f are not all independent; the symmetry of the lepton mass
matrix requires

f (e)/f(t') = -- f ' ( ~ ) / f ' (e) --- __ "q=/ %.
The mass matrix is then (in the Co-p,0 basis)

M (I) = (f,e)/%) \ "/,% "q~

+

('71 - .Ts).
- - ~q~ r/3

~Ta
z

.

(40)
where p =f,(e)/f(e). As in the case of the gauge bosons, the mass eigenvectors
which are to be identified with the physical e and p are independent of the
parameter r as well as of p, and are
e = cos 8 eo + sin O t~o,
/~ = cos O Po -- sin # e 0,

(41)

with eigenvalues

M (e) = prf (.) (n~ -{- ;7])/~la,

-

M (I~) -- f(el ( ~ +

(42)

The neutrinos are unmixed by the symmetry-breaking and so remain massless.
Every linear combination of v and v' is a mass eigenstate and a pair of mutually
orthogonal combinations are possible candidates for Veand v~,. Equations (32) and
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(34) show that there is no such choice for which/z-number is conserved in both
J (W ~') and Y (WOO) which are the candidates for the dominant weak currents,
unless the mixing angle ~ = zk 7r/4. We shall see in the next section that a general
formulation of/z-e universality implies that ~ = - rr/4 and that this choice is
also necessary for other reasons. We therefore adopt this value here in anticipation and identify
(43)
In terms of the physical leptons given by (4I) and (43), the charged leptonic weak
currents become
J~ (W (°)) -~- ve e, J~ (W(~')) = v~ p,,

(44)

J~" (X'e') = ~g e, J~(X(t~)) = be/~.

(45)

The ultra-weak currents coupling to X ~e) and X0,) thus violate /z-number conservation maximally.
As for the quarks, the general framework we have adopted requires that Higgs
couplings, if any, should not induce mixings among the flavours already defined by
strong interactions. The basic reason for this requirement comes from the fact that
hadrons are simultaneous eigenstates of both mass and flavour to an excellent approximation (i.e., modulo very small genuinely weak effects)--a detailed discussion
of this point will be found in I. Thus, quark-Higgs Yukawa couplings are forbidden:
the physical quark fields whose bilinears form the weak currents are therefore the
same as the I q) we started out with. The quark currents of equations (36) to (39)
remain unchanged except for fixing cos ~ = - sin ~ = 1/~/2.

5. e-/z symmetry
It is clear from the structure of the charged lepton currents (equations (32) to (35))
that the model, as it stands, does not have room for/z-decay. A natural way for the
dominant-charged current to respect/z-e universality would have been for the symmetry-breaking induced by the scalar multiplets to result in an equal mixture of
W (e) and WOO as we have defined them while not changing the lepton mass matrix.
That this has not come about is not due to lack of inventiveness in the way the scalar
multiplets are given vacuum expectation values--it is easy to see that if all Higgs
fields belong to 4 and 4., e-/z symmetry cannot arise from spontaneous symmetrybreaking. This symmetry, therefore, has to be introduced from outside. It is
possible to do this, however, in an intrinsic way through the imposition of a discrete
symmetry. This discrete symmetry has, moreover, important other consequences of
which one has already been mentioned in the last section, namely the conservation of
/z-number in the dominant leptonic currents. The other two relate to the quark sector
and guarantee Cabibbo universality and the absence of flavour changing neutral currents in the dominant interactions. The rest of this section will substantiate these
claims.
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We begin with a slight reformulation of e-/~ symmetry: in a model with this symmetry, the dominant currents at least will be invariant under the simultaneous permutations v e ~
vt, and e ~
i~ and, more generally, under ve -~ vz exp ifl, vz ~ ve
exp i7 and e-~ t~ exp i/3, t ~ e exp i~,. We wish to realise this transformation as an
operator in the fundamental representation 4 (in particular, as a transformation
on the unmixed leptons) and hence as an element of the group SU(4). From (41)
this is possible for/3 = rr, y = 0 (but not for/3 = ~, = 0). This choice of the e-/~
symmetry transformation corresponds to v ~ -- v', e0 -->/~0, v' ~ v,/% ~ e0, so that
ve~ -- vt,, e ~ --/~, v~,~ v~, F ~ e. On the space of the representation 4, therefore,
the operator we are looking for is
R=I1)

<41+t2 ) (31-13)(21-14

) <1].

(46)

R is antihermitian and i R = - - K ~ --K14 is an element of the Lie algebra of SU(4).
It is also unitary and unimodular and hence an element of the group SU(4).
If we now restrict the gauge group to that subgroup which commutes with R, Z ( R ) ,
our purpose will be achieved: the gauge theory based on this subgroup will be manifestly e-/~ symmetric and in particular, the currents will have this symmetry. In the
appendix, we determine this subgroup to have the structure SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1)
and describe the way it is represented in 4. Even though this group is non-simple,
there is still only one gauge coupling constant, a fact which would not have been
obvious had we begun by guessing Z ( R ) to be the right group. We would also not
have been able to identify the basis vectors in the appropriate representation space
with the correct combination of fermions (see the appendix). For these reasons and
also because it is quite straightforward to implement the R-symmetry on what
we have already done, we shall follow this latter path in making the theory
e-/~ symmetric.
Let us do this first for the coupling of the scalar multiplets to the gauge bosons
(mass generation for the gauge bosons). This coupling is of the form

+

[Ko,

+

For our choice of the electric charges of the scalar bosons, invariance under R is
possible only if either every Higgs multiplet is invariant upto a minus sign under R
or if

again upto a sign. The second alternative is the only one open to us since, at the
level of the vacuum expectation values, it requires the mutual orthogonality of I ~)
and ] ~ ' ) (a condition which we have already imposed on other grounds). But
R-invariance demands, further, that
r =

and

1

gl = --~4 = ~,

where a definite choice of signs has been made, to be adhered to in what follows.

(47)

(48)
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We have already anticipated (48) in the previous section where it was noticed that
this condition also ensures/~-number conservation in the currents J( W ~ ) and J(W~'~).
The consequences of (47) are somewhat more subtle. If we set r = 4- I in (12) and (13),
M ~ (U) and M ~(V) become multiples of the unit matrix: I~/') unmixes the mixings induced by I~). This degeneracy can be removed by higher order corrections, i.e.,
to determine the mass eigenstates we must go beyond the tree-graph contributions.
Since the model is renormalisable, the higher order changes in each entry in the right
sides of (12) and (13) are finite, calculable and (presumably) small; including this
correction upto some fixed order, write

M2( U) = M~( ~?)+S MZ(~q)+ MZ(~?')-q-SM~07'),
where 3M2(~7) is the correction to M~bT) when ]~7') is made to vanish, and similarly
for 8M~(~'). In general, ~M~(~) will not commute with M2(~7) and therefore will
cause a slight shift from the' principal axes' defining U ~e)and U~'~. More important,
M2(U) will no longer be a multiple of the identity matrix when r is set equal to 4-1.
The inclusion of radiative corrections thus results in an unambiguous identification
of the physical gauge bosons. The bosons so determined will differ from the U ~ , U~t'),
V t~ and V~t~ given by equations (15), (17), (19) and (21) by terms of order g2. We
shall ignore these small corrections and continue to take W ~ , W~t,~, X c~) and X~ ') to
be given by equations (24), (26), (28) and (29)t. Their masses are degenerate
in pairs:

M"(W Ie') = M2 (Wtt'~) = g~ (~7~+ ~1~,

(49)

2

M2(X¢e~) = M2 (XIt~) = g~.(*l ~ -4- "O~+ 2~) •

(5o)

In contrast, the lepton mass matrix M(1), (40), does not reduce to the unit matrix
when R invariance is imposed. This is evident from the R invariance of M(I) for arbitrary values of r and p. Equations (41) continue to be valid definitions of the physical
e and/~, while the parameter p is now fixed:

o = M(e)/M(l~).

(51)

It is also easy to see how the lepton currents acquire complete e-/~ universality. As
a result of imposing R symmetry, these currents get modified to
J,+(u1)

=

J,+ ( v 0 =

+

t,o + ;e,,

.1,+

= ;,

-

J,+ (vl,,) = ;'Co -

; ' eo,

(52)

(53)

The currents which couple to the physical bosons W and X (bearing in mind that
these bosons as well as the physical leptons are unchanged, as we have just seen, by
R symmetry) are correspondingly given by
"fAllthis discussion amounts simply to the prescription: take r = 1 + 3, ;~vanishingly small.
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J:(W(')) = 1 [cos 0 (~,e0 + ?//%) + sin 0 (?'P-0-- ~/e0)]
1 [sin 0 (re0 + ~'/%) + cos 0 (~'e0 -- ~/%)],

(54)
J,+(W(~))=J~+(W(e)),

(55)

Jt+( X ~e))= J / + ( X

(56)

(#)) =:v~,e--'i dz.

Finally, we write down the physical quark currents.
Wf~ ) couple to identical currents (as for leptons)

The light bosons W (e) and

1

Jq+(w(e))=J~+(W(t~))= - ~ qp [(cos 0--sin 0) q,+(cos 0+sin 0) q~]

+

1

-

- ~ q / [(cos 0--sin 0) qa--(cos 0+sin 0) q,]

=q~ (cos 0~ q,+sin 0~ q~)+qp, (cos 0~ q~--sin 0~ q.),
where

tan 0~=-(1+ t a n 0)/(1 --tan 0) =(1 --r/~/~a)/(1 + V2/~Tz).

(57)
(58)

Thus the dominant quark currents have precisely the Cabibbo form (including the
GIM extension to the charmed quark), with 0c, equation (58), as the Cabibbo angle.
It may be noticed that the emergence of the Cabibbo quark current depends critically
on R-invariance through the relation cos ~ =--sin ~ = 1/ x/2.
For the sake of completeness, the quark current coupling to the X bosons is the
Cabibbo-orthogonal one:

Jg(X<~)) =J~+(x(+'))
=qp (sin 0c q~--cos 0c q;~)+qF (cos 0~ q,+sin 0c q,0"

(59)

There is a final redefinition of gauge bosons to be made at this point where, at the
no-loop level, the charged gauge bosons have split into two pairs, of strictly degenerate masses and coupling to identical currents. This degeneracy will now be split
at the one-loop level through the genuinely weak mixing induced by, for example,
the virtual transition W +(e) -+ (v e -+ W+(t,) (and higher order contributions). The
mixing matrix element is again calculable and finite, resulting in the usual level repulsion, the physical eigenstates being equal superpositions of Wce) and Wet~). Since
W (e) and W(~) couple to identical currents, one of the physical bosons gets totally
decoupled while the other, which we denote by W[=(W(e)+ W(~'))/V/2], will continue
to couple to the canonical current (apart from an overall normalisation factor)

J+(W) --= -% e + ~,~ t~ + qp (cos 0e q, + sin 0c q~)
+ qp, (cos 0, qa -- sin 0c q,).

(60)
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Similarly with the X-bosons. Thus, among other things, e-/~ symmetry renders half
of the charged gauge bosons redundant. It is of course an excellent approximation
to continue to take
M ~ (W) = g2 ( ~ ._}._ ~ ) ,

(61)

M 2 (X) = g" (~7]+ V~q- 2~),

(62)

ignoring small changes due to weak mixing.
The quantities ~2, ~Taand ~ are free parameters of the theory, not determined by
any symmetry consideration so far. It is clearly necessary to take

2>72so that the effective strength of the self couplings of the /~-number violating and
Cabibbo-orthogonal current J(X) is made sufficiently small. It is a qualitative feature
of the model that charged-current (semi-leptonic) transitions induced by J(X) violate
g-number conservation and Cabibbo universality maximally: there is a small probability (,~ O(~4/g4)) of 'neutrino-flip' in I AS I=1, I/~ Q I= 1 transitions through the
exchange of X. We shall see in the next section that neutral currents are much more
sensitive to the relative magnitudes of ~72and g2 and that all ' exotic' couplings, in
particular I LkSI =1. A Q = 0 decays are approximately O(v°-/~2) in the amplitude.

6. Neutral currents

Of the four distinct charged gauge bosons, we have just seen that two become reduntant. Of the remaining two, one (X) is heavy (mediating the ultraweak processes),
leaving the W * boson coupling to the conventional charged current. Rather than
deal with the seven neutral gauge bosons in a similar way (which is straightforward
but tedious) we shall content ourselves here by showing that six of them become either
superheavy or redundant (actually, two are superheavy and four redundant, see the
appendix) and by determining the current which couples to the remaining one. This
is rather easily done by appealing to the properties of the model in the limit ~-+oo or,
equivalently, ~ / ~ 0 .
The logic of the procedure is as follows. As V[g~0 in the (mass) 2 matrix (with
tan 0 held fixed) all heavy bosons remain massive while the light ones tend to become
relatively massless. In this limit, therefore, the generators corresponding to the light
bosons will annihilate all vacuum expectation value vectors (effectively, I ~ ))- We
already know that the only light charged boson which is not redundant is W ~. It
is also true that all seven neutral generators are obtained by taking all possible commutators among the charged generators. It follows¢ that the only neutral generator
annihilating I ~ ) is the commutator of those corresponding to W+ and W-:

K(WO) ] )

[K(W+), K(W-)I ]

"fit is easilyverifiedthat Kw + K x - ] ~ ) ~ O.

= O.
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Thus the only light (non-redundant) neutral boson is W °. Knowing K(W °) from
the equation above, the fermion current coupling to W ° as well as M ~ (W °) oc ( ~ I
K2(W°) [ ~75 + ( ~' i K2(W°) f ~' ) may be determined (i -q' ) = R I '7 5).
In detail, it is best to start with the dominant charged currents J(W (e)) and J(W(t,))
before R-symmetry renders one of the bosons redundant. Now, the generator corresponding to W ~e>, for example, is (see § 3)

= JV-i ( I 1 ) -

4 5) (cos O 12 ) ÷ sin o I 3)),

(63)

the corresponding (lepton) current being
S ~ ( W ' " ) = ( t L I ½ K ( W '''+) l t L ) .
The matrix K(W ~'>) annihilates I ~ ) and I t / ) and, in the limit -ql~J-+0, tan 0 fixed,
also R [ ~7). In this limit, therefore, the SU(2) subgroup generated by K(W ~)±) and
K(W (e)o) tends to remain unbroken. The commutor K(W (')°) is easily evaluated
from (63):
2K(W '~m) = I I > ( 1 ! + 1 4 > ( 4 1 - - [ 1

><41-143

< 1l

--2 cos z 012 ) ( 2 1 - - 2 sin2 013 ) (31 -- sin 20 ( 1 2 ) ( 3 1 + [ 3 ) (21)
= (1+~ cos 20) K s ÷ (I--½ cos 20) K s
-- sin 20 K n -- Kas -- cos 20 Kls.
The effect of imposing R-symmetry is obvious when it is noted that

R Ka R-I = Ka, a = 3 , 8 ;
RKaR-X=--K.,

a = 11, 13, 15.

So the R-symmetric fermion current coupling to W ('>0 is simply of the form

J ( W '.'o) = ( I l K a + 1 ( 8 1 1 ) ÷ ( q l Ks + Ks l q ),
the terms involving Kn, Kla and K~5 being cancelled by similar terms arising from the
e-/~ switching caused by R. A similar calculation shows that the R-symmetric current
coupling to W(~')° is the same:

J(W(~)o) = g(w(,>o).
As in the case of charged bosons, W (~)°and W(~ ~° are degenerate in mass as can be
shown from symmetry considerations without a detailed diagonalisation of the
(mass) ~ matrix. So the physical, light, neutral bosons are

Wo = (I/V2) (W ~e~0+ W~)o),

(64)
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coupling to the current strictly diagonal in all fermions:
J(W o ) = ~ ¢ v , - ~ e - ~ / ~ + ~ v ~

+ q , q , --~ne. +~aq~ + ~,' q,',

(65)

written in terms of the physical fermion fields, and (l/v/2) (W re)0 -- Wet')0) which
couples to no fermion current and so is redundant.
There is not much point in calculating the mass of W° at this point. When the
group SU(4) is extended to incorporate electromagnetic interactions, the physical
neutral current as well as the mass of the neutral boson will change drastically, but
without any admixture of flavour changing currents. Our purpose is only to indicate
the qualitative features of the neutral current in the model, in particular that it
automaticallyhas e-/~ symmetry and has no A S ~ 0, A C # 0 parts once e-/~ symmetry
is insisted upon for the charged currents--these features are clearly not spoiled by
adding on electromagnetism, if desired.

7. Higgs potential and the Cabibbo angle
The overall picture that our model has unfolded is that the weak (as opposed to the
ultraweak) currents have precisely the Cabibbo-universal form with possible modifications in the neutral current arising from unification with a separate U(1) gauge
symmetry. The Cabibbo angle is itself determined (see (58)) by the ratio ~7a/~7~of
the vacuum expectation values. In general, this number as well as the quantity
~72=~722+~a~ can be ,specified as functions of the parameters occurring in the Higgs
potential responsible for symmetry-breaking. We discuss this question in this section
and are led fo the remarkable conclusion that for a very large class of Higgs potentials,
tan 0c is predicted numerically, independently of the free parameters entering in the
potential and even of its form.
The procedure adopted to find invariants with respect to the (e-/~ symmetric)
gauge group is an extension of what we have done before; write down, first, invariants
with respect to SU(4) and then impose, in addition, R-symmetry. Since our interest
is only in the values of ~/z and 73, we confine attention to invariants formed from
l~) and R 14). The only hermitian quadratic invariant is

v2 = <~ I~) =+~+, + ~ ~ + . . .
(<~ I R+R t~> = (~I 4,> and (4,1R ]4,>+ (~b] R + t q~>=0).
variants are

v~, = <~ t~>' = (~-~+,++~ ~,)" + ...
and
P.--4

(66)
The only quartic in-

(67)

(68)
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From the quadratic forms <4]Ko 14>, <4 [K, R 14) (and its conjugate) and
<4 [ Rt Ko R [4>, we may form a number of invariants which turn out, all of them,
to be not new invariants, e.g.,

<41 R* K. R 14> <4 1R* K° R 14>
a

= ~ <41X,l¢> #It.14> = <414)',
a

<41K,. gl¢) <4 tR* K,, 14) = <41RI ¢) <¢IR* 14).
1,7

The most general invariant potential involving upto quartic terms is thus

V = a V~ + bl V~1) + b2 V[Z),

(69)

where a, b1 and b2 are real numbers on which the only restrictions are that the extremum which occurs for '/~#0, '/a#0 is a minimum. Assuming that these conditions
are met, we then have
8V
<8-~st > =a'/s+2b~/l~ ~=0,

8V
< ~ - a t > =a'/a+2b~a )f=O,

(70)

for a minimum, where we have replaced bt by b. The only constraint on the vacuum
expectation values for a non-trivial ('/#0) minimum is, not surprisingly,

'/2=__a/2b,
which tells us nothing of interest since a and b are essentially arbitrary.
To get information on '/a/'/3, we are therefore led to consider non-symmetric potentials. Clearly, a non-symmetric potential will violate the gauge-invariance of the
complete Lagrangian and is therefore unacceptable in principle. We shall bypass
this problem by exhibiting class of potentials which determine the ratio '/2['/a independently of the magnitude of the symmetry breaking parameters occurring in the
potential so that the determination of ~/~/'/3 remains valid in the gauge-invariant limit.
Once the constraint of invariance is removed, there is of course a great deal of
freedom in choosing a potential. The class of potentials we consider are constructed
from

v,~,
4 a = (<41K.14>-<41R*K.RI¢ )3 (<¢IKonl4>+<¢IR*K.14>)

~7X)

Under I 4> ~ R 14> each factor changes sign, so R-invariance is clear. If we now
construct an SU(4) invariant form by summing over a, the potential vanishes
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identically. In fact r,c3~is non-vanishing only for a=3, 8, II, 12 and 15 and for
each of these values of a, it has the form
-- 4a

f
f
f
u- - 4{3}
a oc (4, 4s--4s 4a) (48 4aq-4~ 41).

(72)

We choose now a non-vanishing linear combination

V~a)
_~.~s~ c real
4
~ UV4a~
as the symmetry-breaking potential. The conditions for an extremum (we can always
choose a, b, c such that this is in fact a minimum), equations (70), get modified to

a~+2b ~2~2+cv3(3 V~-- ~ ) =0,
(73)
These equations continue to have the solution r~2=~Ta=0. But if ~7'~0, they imply
the consistency condition
(~7~,/~a)4 - 6(~72/~73)s+1 = 0,

(74)

free of the coefficients a, b, c, as long as ac ~ O. The ratio ~hTz, and so tan 0c, is thus
completely independent of the parameters of the potential. We thus conclude that
the value of tan 0~ determined in this way holds good in the gauge-invariant limit c=0.
Numerically, the roots of (74) are

~,/~s = + (3 -4- 2~/~)x/2 = + (~/2 _ I), -4-(V2 q-- I),

(75)

i tan Oc~ = V2--- 1, ~ 2 + 1 ( = ( V f - -

(76)

leading to

or,

1)-x),

O~ = + ,q8, ± 3,q8.

(77)

There is thus a reciprocity between AS = 0 and IASI = 1 charged currents whose
origin can be traced back to the reciprocity between tan 0 a n d - cot O in our
method of breaking the symmetry (see § 3). In any case, the second solution is
clearly unacceptable.
Superficially, the first solution [tan 0c [ = 0.41... also may appear to be much too
large. But, apart from its possible dependence on the specific gauge model used, it
must be borne in mind that the tan 0c calculated above is what may be called the
' bare' Cabibbo angle: it specifies the relative coupling strengths of AS = 0 and
I AS[ = 1 parts of the quark current. What is experimentally measured in low
momentum-transfer decays is this ratio renormalised by suitable hadron wave
functions (form factors). To illustrate,consider n and A fl-decays. The Cabibbo
(vector) current is
,/V = cos O,J f ( A S = O) + sin o~dV([ AS I = 1),
ct
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with

Jv(AS=O)=~Ipyaq,,

JV(lASl=l)=q,y~q

A.

Ignoring induced form factors, the rates for these decays are
p (n->p) ~_ cos ~ eel F , ( n - + p , t =

o)1 =,

P ( A + p ) --- sin 2 0c IF1 ( A ~ p , t = 0)[L
where F1 is the Dirac form factor. Consequently,
r (A

= f tan 2

(y is the ratio of the form factors) and the ' experimental Cabibbo angle' tan 0'~ is
defined byt
tan s 0'~ = y~ tan 2 0c,

(78)

where ~/2/3, is the SU(3) value of the ratio y(SU(3) symmetry is an indispensable part
of the Cabibbo universality hypothesis and of standard Cabibbo analyses of data).
The important point in our context is that there is every reason for the form factors
to deviate from their SU(3) symmetric behaviour.
There does not exist a totally reliable way of estimating the deviation of y from
~/2--~. As an example of how large the deviation can be, we refer to some old work
(Pandit 1967; Divakaran 1968) where SU(3) symmetry is assumed to hold in the limit
t ~ m (Gell-Mann 1962) and the resulting superconvergence relations saturated by
vector meson poles (p and K* in our case). This method leads to the conclusion
(Divakaran 1968) that the symmetry-breaking continues to respect the Cabibbo
picture for the totality of baryon decays, but with the experimental Cabibbo angle
given by
tan 0'~ = tan O¢ m~/ inK,,
s

(79)

for simple pole dominance and
tan O'c = tan #c mp4 / inK.,
4

for dipole dominance.

and

(80)

With [ tan 0c ] = 0.414, we then have

I tan 0'c [ = 0.31,

(81)

[tan 0'c I = 0.23

(82)

"tThis or a similar correction must be applied to all calculations of the bare Cabibbo angle before
comparing with experiment. The Cabibbo angle of the works cited in the footnote on p. 239 is 0c
and not O'c - the popular formula tan Oc~ m,r/'V'~ mK'" 0"2.cannot be meaningfully compared
with the experimental tan O'c.
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respectively in these two cases. The point of this discussion, it must be repeated, is
less to highlight these numbers than to stress the need for a good theory to describe
the hadronic renormalisation of tan 0c. It is possible, alternatively, to determine
tan 0c directly by studying a situation where a hadron is expected to behave like a free
quark assembly, namely the production of single strange particles in highly inelastic
v-nucleon collisions. For 0c = 4- ~r/8, we have

avh (I A S I =1) ___=sin' 0c (1 nt- cos' 0,) = 27%,
ovh (total)
where h is any hadron and the two terms come from the direct production of strangeness and charm respectively (followed by the decay of charm; ' sea' contributions
are ignored). Because of problems of identifying all strange particles in the final
state, such experiments are difficult. We only note that according to a recent preliminary report (Kalelkar et al 1978),

evh(1 ' V ' inclusive)
_,2 18%,
*vh (total)
where the numerator is the cross-section for final states with at least one neutral strange
particle. Because of the possibility that the numerator includes A S = 0 events (associated production) and the certainty that it excludes events with charged strange particles, no direct comparison with our prediction is possible. But again ignoring the
' sea' contributions and associated production, this leaves approximately 30 % of the
cross-section for final states with charged strange particles, which is perfectly reasonable. The conventional value of tan Oc if used in this context would require a very
large contribution from associated production to fit this experiment. It need not be
emphasised that these considerations are very rough--they only highlight the need
for better data relevant to the determination of t h e ' unrenormalised ' Cabibbo angle.

8. Concluding remarks--the problem of universality
The basic problem addressed in the present approach to a model of weak interactions
is that of finding a ' n a t u r a l ' t description of the complex manifestation of universality,
as exemplified by the flavour selection rules obeyed by charged and neutral currents.
It is of course possible to argue that there are no very compelling reasons to believe
in a gauge theoretic explanation of this hierarchic universality (for an especially
lucid critique of conventional gauge wisdom, see Bjorken 1977). On this general
question, the work described in this paper makes the case for a gauge theory of weak
interactions (but not necessarily one which also includes electromagnetism) persuasive
tin the context of spontaneously broken gauge theories, the word ' natural' signifiesa property
of the theory which does not depend on careful choice of parameters which are, otherwise, not fixed.
We use the term in a slightly more general sense, extending the criterion to cover all situations (e.g.,
the choice of Higgs multiplets) where choice is possible, subject to constraints imposed by the
general structure: naturalness is the opposite of expediency. In this sense, because our choice of
Higgs representation is fixed by the economy criteria of ~ 2 and the choice of their vacuum expectation values by R-symmetry,all consequencesof this choice (e.g., the prediction 0¢ = ~r/8)are natural.
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(for a qualitative discussion of the general concept of weak universality as a motivating argument in favour of a spontaneously broken gauge theory, see Divakaran
1977b). It is therefore necessary to take note here of those features of our solution
to the problem of universality which are more or less unnatural and therefore unsatisfactory.
Leaving aside the choice of the gauge group (and the consequent exclusion of new
leptons and new quarks), the first concession to expediency is the a ssignment of rightchiral fermions to the identity representation of SU(4). Natural ways of dealing with
the parity problem are exemplified by the left-right symmetric or ambidextrous models
(Mohapatra and Sidhu 1977; De Rujula et al 1977a). As they stand, however, such
models are not fully satisfactory because they are not natural in the way Higgs representations are chosen. Secondly, and in contrast, CP-violation can have a natural
solution in models with sufficiently ' large' gauge groups with their attendant multiplicity of scalar bosons. In the present SU(4) model, we have foregone the possibility
of a natural account of the CP properties by (unnaturally) making all vacuum expectation values real. Thirdly, the way exotic (/*-number violating, Cabibbo-orthogonal charged and flavour-changing neutral) currents are made ultraweak in the
model is partially unnatural--the model only says that M2(X)> Ms(W), not that
M s (X)~, M 2 (W). Finally, the banishing of Higgs-quark couplings, however desirable the consequences, has also no clear a priori compulsion, unless the Higgs bosons
are taken to be lepton-antilepton bound states. All these are features which call for
deeper understanding and investigation.
On the other hand, one of the good features of our picture is that it essentially dispenses with fermion doubling (tripling . . . . ). The e-/~ symmetry can be implemented
in an intrinsic group-theoretic fashion and ensures e-/~ universality without a new
quantum number (/~-number). Moreover, once the leptons are taken care of
through R-symmetry, the quark sector looks after itself. It is especially noteworthy
that the Cabibbo rotation is not a rotation in the space of flavours (defined by strong
interactions), but in the space of gauge bosons and leptons which, experimentally at
least, have no well-defined flavour (/,-number excluded). This radical departure from
the usual view is clearly justified not only for conceptual reasons (see I) but also by
results.
Of these, the most interesting and concrete is the value 0c=~-/8 for the Cabibbo
angle. The stability argument which gave this result shows promise of being a general
property of spontaneously broken gauge theories. Since this value certainly cannot
be ruled out on experimental grounds, it will be worthwhile to see whether it has a
theoretical significance beyond the particular model considered here.
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Appendix
This appendix is devoted to a brief rewording in a mathematically more satisfactory
way of the effect of imposing e-/z symmetry on the SU(4) gauge theory. In § 5 this
symmetry was implemented by requiring that all expressions (currents, interactions,...)
involving objects transforming like the representation 4 must be supplemented with
terms in which I ) is replaced by R I ) where ] ) is any vector in representation space
and that the resulting interactions must be invariant under I ) ~ R [ ). This mathematically clumsy procedure effectively means that the true gauge group is smaller:
the theory is invariant only under those gauge transformations which commute with
R. Since R is an element of the group (and not only of the Lie algebra of) SU(4),
the reduced gauge group is Z(R), the centraliser of R in SU(4), the subgroup of SU(4)
commuting with R.
To determine the structure of Z(R), first diagonalise R:
1

where 1 and 0 are two-dimensional matrices. Orthonormal bases which achieve this
diagonalisation are characterised by two angles x 1 and X~:
I 1') = cos X1 ( ]17 q- i 1 4~)/V'2 + sin XI ( 1 2 ) -b i l 3))1V'2,
t 2') = -- sin X1 (t 1) + i 1 4 ) ) / V 2 - b cos xx ( ] 27 + i I 3))/a/2,

13'> = cos x, ( ~> - i l 4 ) ) l v ' ~ + sin x , (12> - i 1 3 ) ) / V ~ ,
14') -- - sin x, (I 1) - i I 4 ) ) / V ' £ +

cos x 2 ( 1 2 ) - i! 3))1V2.

In this basis, a general element of Z(R) has the form

where z x and z~ are two-dimensional unitary (but not necessarily unimodular)
matrices satisfying
det zl det z~

=

1.

Z(R) is thus a 7-parameter non-simple group?. Z(R) has SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1)

?We could have come to the same conclusion by looking at the Lie sub-algebra of the Lie algebra
of SU(4) which commutes with R (JR is an element of the Lie algebra) for which "[Aa= ~ Ka} is
a basis. This sub-algebra is spanned by the seven elements A~+ As, Aa + A7, As -t- As, A4 - As,
As Ax0, Ax~and Ax,.
--
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as covering group: if (z' 1, z'2, ~) is an element of the latter group (with det z' x=det
z'2 = I a [ = l ) , the inverse of the map
(zx, z2) -~

)

, z~ v'det zx, ~/det zx

takes both (z'l, z'2, ~) and (--z'l, --z'~, --a) to the same element of Z(R).
At this point, it is possible (but clearly unnecessary) to reformulate our work as a
theory witht SU(2) × SU(2)x U(1) as the gauge group (not to be confused with
other uses of the same group in different contexts). The two SU(2) subgroups act
on the two-dimensional subspaces spanned by [ 1'), [ 2') and 13' ), 14') respectively.
The redundancy discovered in § 5 is now explained--there are, including neutrals,
eight redundant gauge bosons. The Higgs potentials of § 7 are invariants of Z(R).
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